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Hunting LFI (Local File Inclusion aka arbitrary file read) 

The Path traversal generator can be easily used for hunting Local File 

Inclusion/arbitrary file reading issues as well - and it's simpler than 

hunting uploads. 

The https://github.com/ewilded/psychoPATH/test_cases/LFI  

directory contains three vulnerable PHP scripts, reflecting the non-

recurrent filter cases broken down in the Evasive techniques section 

of the README. 

Below is a short presentation on how all three can be quickly 

detected with the payloads provided by psychoPATH. 

test_cases/LFI/one.php: 

 

First screenshot shows us the response of the script when a benign 

string foo is provided under the file variable. No content is returned: 

 

https://github.com/ewilded/psychoPATH/test_cases/LFI


We send the request to Intruder and mark the injection point: 

 

 

In payload options, we choose Extension generated -> Path traversal 

payload type: 

 

Please remember to uncheck the URL-encode these characters box 

– the output encoding is handled by the plugin itself - and 

customizable. 



Now let’s move to the psychoPATH configuration panel. We choose 

the file name we would like to read, for instance /etc/passwd.  

We turn the LFI mode on, so no payloads involving web roots will be 

used. We can also enable LFI optimization to only use the longest 

traversal payloads (reasonable when the file we are requesting is an 

absolute path, like /etc/passwd): 

 



Also, it is safe to choose two output encoding modes; None and URL-

encoding.  

We proceed to Intruder, simply run Start attack and watch: 

 

As it can be seen in Intruder’s output, two variants (URL-encoded 

and raw) of the non-recurrent evasive payload ….// hit the file. 

Let’s move on to another example. 

  



two.php: 

 

 With the exactly same configuration, the Intruder attack results are 

as follows: 

 

  



three.php: 

 

 

 

 

  



four.php: 

 

And the winner is: 

 

  



Hunting uploads in the dark 

The interface contains several configurable lists of elements used 

to build permutations of all potentially valid web root paths: 

Targets – this list is initiated by the hostname and its parts, the 

{TARGET} holders from the web roots list are replaced with these 

values. Targets can be loaded from pre-defined, platform-specific 

lists. 

Suffixes – these strings are appended to the web roots, creating 

more variations of potentially valid absolute paths to web roots as 

well as to their subdirectories. This list is automatically extended 

with all directories present in the Site map, once Propagate to 

psychoPATH context menu option is clicked on a request/response 

object. 

Other useful options for upload hunting are: 

Directory separator to use – options include /, \ and both 

Use absolute paths – whether or not to use absolute paths not 

prepended with any traversal strings 

Optimize webroot payloads - To reduce the eventual number of 

payloads, by default the tool does not prepend the same document 

root with traversal strings which differ only in the number of the 

traversal sequences they consist of (e.g. ../ vs ../../ vs ../../../) - as 

these are redundant when used with absolute paths. Instead, only 

the longest variant is used, e.g. 

.....///.....///.....///.....///.....///.....///.....///var/lib/tomcat8/webapps/

upload. This significantly reduces the number of payloads sent. It 

might, however, be an issue - if the variable we are injecting into is 

somehow limited on its length, e.g. application rejects any values 



longer than 45 characters and the upload directory is /tmp - in that 

case .....///var/lib/tomcat8/webapps/upload would do the trick 

instead. If you are worried about the payload length and you care 

less about the number of payloads, turn optimization off. 

LFI mode  - this checkbox should be off for upload hunting, unless we 

are only trying to detect cases  2 (Traversal inside the webroot) and 3 

(No traversal inside the webroot). Checking this box significantly 

reduces the number of result payloads, as no web root permutations 

are involved. 

 

Let’s see some examples. 

First step is to perform a legitimate upload request. We want to be 

sure the application accepts the file we sent (proper name, type, size 

etc.). 

Then, we use the Propagate to psychopath option to feed the plugin 

with the data from the site map and with the host header: 

 

  



As it can be noticed, the Targets section has changed, while the 

Suffixes section has extended with directories known from the 

target’s Site map: 

 

Assuming we already know we are dealing with Tomcat, we can 

reload the web roots list from the relevant pre-defined list:  

 

 



We send the file upload request to Intruder.  

We set the attack type to Pitchfork. 

Then we select two payload holders.  

One is the file name value we are about to inject into.  

The other is just a section in the uploaded file content - this is where 

the unique payload mark will be put. Currently payload marks have 

fixed length of 7 characters. When injecting into image formats, the 

safest way is to mark exactly seven characters of a string - e.g. a 

piece of exif data. This way we won't encounter false negatives if the 

application is checking the validity of the image file before putting it 

into the upload directory of our interest: 

 

  



Then we move to the Payloads tab.  

For the first payload, we change the type from Simple list to 

Extension generated. We choose the Path traversal extension 

generator. 

Again, we UNCHECK the URL-encode these characters box: 

 

  



Then we proceed to the second payload set (the payload mark). We 

choose the Payload marker extension generator: 

 

We start the attack: 

 

  



We keep the Intruder attack window open and proceed to the 

verification phase (searching the entire site map for the file we 

uploaded). 

 

In order to do this, we simply take a valid, preferably authenticated 

GET request to the application and send it to Intruder. 

We select the URI section as the only payload holder: 

 

In the Payloads section, again we change from Simple to Extension 

generated. This time we choose Directory checker as the payload 

generator. 

Again, we UNCHECK the URL-encode these characters box. 



 

We run the attack and watch the result: 

 



Thanks to the saved Payload marker value, we can easily track the 

payload that lead to this particular file being uploaded: 

 

Now we know the golden payload to reach the document root was 

./../../../../../../..//var/lib/tomcat8/webapps//uploadbare_traversal_

outside_webroot/a.jpg. 

  



For other two examples, the results for the payloads that have 

worked, would look as follows, respectively. 

Case 2: uploadbare_traversal_inside_webroot (the upload directory 

is nowaytofindme/tmp – not known in the Site map, but located in 

the web root - and upload is prone to traversal): 

Verification: 

 

 

  



The golden payload: 

 

  



Case 3: no_traversal_unusual_webroot 

Verification: 

 

  



The golden payload(s): 

 

This result might be a bit deceptive. The page is not vulnerable to 

path traversal and it is simply removing all .. and / from the file 

name, so it effectively becomes a.jpg, no matter what traversal 

payload was used. Hence, many payloads were valid, the entire trick 

was to come up with the idea to check for uploaded file presence in 

logs/tmp, which is not a first place anyone would look (this is one of 

the reasons the Directory checker is so helpful). 

 

 

  



Directory checker – other scenarios 

The Directory checker  payload generator can be used for other 

purposes. The only thing it does is providing Intruder with the full list of 

directories extracted from the propagated Site map. 

It could be used for tasks like: 

• searching the site map for particular files (e.g. backup.zip, 

.viminfo, Thumbs.db) – a selective, complementary content 

discovery 

• checking all directories for PUT/MOVE method 

• checking all directories for nonexistent files, for example to 

discover more details on how the website is designed (e.g. some 

directory might be a redirection to a different HTTP server with 

different configurations, server-side supported languages … and 

different vulnerabilities) 😉 

• and so on. 

Happy hunting! 

 


